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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SMALL GROUP EXPERIENCE:
30 minutes
1.

Go to the page of your assigned Value and read the explanation aloud—take turns reading.

5 min

2.

As a group, pick out important sentences in that explanation, talk about why they’re important,
and then agree on the 3 most important sentences. Circle them in your books.

6 min

3.

Read aloud the “Related Quotes” on your page and talk about what those quotes have to do
with your Value.

5 min

4.

Summarize your group’s Value in one sentence—how would your group explain that value to
everyone else? Write it in your books.

5 min

5.

What would be a practical way to demonstrate this Value as MHSA students? Share ideas
among yourselves and agree on one action. Write it in your books.

7 min

6.

Which related quote on the page do you like best to express this value and why?

2 min

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LARGE GROUP EXPERIENCE:
35 minutes
7.

Each small group will have time to share about your Value to the large group. Remember, you
are the only ones who have delved into that particular Value so your classmates are counting
on you to explain it to them.
When it’s your group’s turn:
a) Ask the Class to turn to your Value page in their book and explain what that Value
means to your group by sharing what you wrote in #4 above.
b) Read the sentences from the book that you selected in #2 and ask everyone to
underline these in their books.
c) Share your practical idea from #5 about how to demonstrate this Value as MHSA
students and invite everyone to write it in their books.
d) Share the related quote from #6 above and explain why your group feels it illustrates
the value.
e) Ask for any feedback about demonstrating that Value as MHSA students.

5 min for
each group

